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Abstract. Small-angle correlations of Proton pairs produced 
in central Ni+Ni collisions at a beam energy of 1.93 AGeV 
are investigated with the FOPI detector System at GSI Darm- 
stadt. A well-defined emission source is selected by triggerhg 
on central events which comprise about 8% of the total Cross 
section. Simultaneous comparison of longitudinal and trans- 
Verse correlation functions with the predictions of the Koonin 
model allows to unravel the space-time ambiguity of the 
emission process. Taking into account the strong collective 
expansion of the participant Zone, which introduces a reduc- 
tion of the extracted source radius of more than 30%, r.m.s. 
radius and emission time parameters of R„, = (1.2f 1.2) fm 
and t„, = (1 1 5 )  fmk are extracted, respectively. In con- 
trast, the analysis of the angle-integrated correlation function 
gives an upper limit Rrm, = (7.0 f 1.4) fm of the source 
radius. 

PACS: 25.70.Pq 

1 Introduction 

Two-proton correlation functions at small relative momenta 
can probe the space-time extent of the reaction Zone created 
in heavy-ion reactions. This is due to the fact that the magni- 
tude of nuclear and Coulomb finlil-state interactions as well 
as antisymmetrization effects, depend on the spatial and tem- 
poral separation of the two protons [l-151. L"sually, the cor- 
reiation functions are evaluated as a function of the relative 

momentum lql = ?ilpl - pll. The attractive s-wave nuclear 
interaction l e d s  t; a maximum in the correlation function 
at q 20 MeV/c, whereas Coulomb repulsion and antisym- 
metrization cause a minimum at q = 0 [I, 71. Most analy- 
Ses give only upper limits for the spatial extent of the source 
because of an ambiguous interplay of radius and lifetime of 
the source. Thus, model calculations simulating large sources 
with short lifetimes can lead to sirnilar correlation functions 
as model calculations simulnting small sources with long life- 
times [l, 61. This ambiguity may be avoided by applying cuts 
on the angle between the vectors of the relative momentum q 
and the total pair momentum P = pi + pz [I, 3,6, 1 1, 151. 

For a source of finite lifetime T, the phase space distribu- 
tion of the emitted protons is elongated in the direction of 
P by ( v ) ~ ,  where (V) is the emission velocity of the pair. 
For such distributions, the Pauli suppression due to the an- 
tisymmetrization of the wave functions is smdler in the elon- 
gated (longitudinal, qllP) direction as compared to the none- 
longated (transverse, q I P) direction. Reliable impact pa- 
rameter sampling is needed for the seleciion of well-defined 
sources, where certain longitudinal and transverse euts CM be 
applied in the source rest frame. Othenvise, the sn~lill effect 
of the directional dependence (about 510% of thls height of 
the the correlation peak [13]) will be. washed out. 

2 The experiment 

The experiment has been performed at the heavy-ion syn- 
chrouon SIS at CS1 Darnistadt. A ' ' ~ i  txget of 1% (cnterac- 
tion thicbess has been irradiated by "Ki ions of 1.93.4-GeV 
beam energy. The present mülysis uses a subsample of the 
diita, taken with the outer Plastic 'LVüllIHelitrcan ctambination 



(which Covers polar angles from 8.5 to 26.5 degrees) of the 
FOPI detector System [16]. The Plastic Wall deli~ers - via 
enegy loss vs. time-of-flight (TOF) measurement - the nu- 
clear charge Z and the velocity 3 of the particles. The He- 
litron [I71 gives the curvature (which is a measure of the mo- 
mentum over charge (PIZ)) of the particle track in the field 
of a large superconducting solenoid. Since the momentum 
resolution of the Helitron is rather moderate, this detector 
component serves for particle identification only. The mass 
In is deterrnined via mc = ( p / Z ) ~ e 1 / ( , 3 y / Z ) p l u ~  where 
-, = (1 - ,3")-'/'. Protons are sdected by setting a gate of 
l m  = f 0.30 GeV/c2 on the corresponding mass peak which 
has a width of about 0.39 GeV/c2 FWHM (0.86 Gev/c2 
FWTM). Contaminations of T+ mesons can be neglected 
since they exhibit a well separated mass peak with a width of 
0.09 GeV/c2 FWHM (0.23 Gev/c2 FRTM) whereas contri- 
butions of mesons are almost excluded due to the inverse 
deflection in the magnetic field. From the velocity, which is 
measured with a resolution' of about 2% (FWHM), other ki- 
netic quantities l i k  the Proton momenta are deduced. 

Fig. 1 shows the phase space coverage of the detector 
components outer Plastic Wall/Helitron in the transverse mo- 
mentum vs. rapidity plane for a central source distribution. 
Here, for illustrative purposes the source is simply mod- 
elled by a three-dimensional Gaussian in momentum space 
with dispersion u ' ( ~ * )  = 1/8. Redoced quantities p* = 
(p/-4)/(~/.4),~ = (,;l~)/(&);;~ and gu = !l/!~(.~,~ - 1 are 
used (where gcnL = 0.89 and (p/.-i)Foj = 0.951 GeV/c for 
symmetric collisions at 1.93 .-i-GeV projectile energy). The 
indicated lines of constant reduced momentum pO of 0.11, 
0.17 and 1.00 correspond to c.m. kinetic energies of 0.0 1,O. 1 
and 0.1.4.GeV, respectively. It is obvious that for central col- 
lisions the Plistic Wall preferentially measures rnidrapidity 
particles with small mokenta. 

Fig. 1. Contour plot of inviant Lross sertion d2cr,'pLclprdy in thc p t  - yO 
plmc of a cenuül m»del source sirnulaed hy a threcdiniens~onal Gaussim. 
Thc full lines arc lcvcls of consiml y d d  of 2.42 md 97 % of thc niürriniuni 
wlue. The c«rrcsporidrng c.ni. kineric encqics of 0.01, 0.1 -md 0.4 GeV per 
nucleon iuc inilicüted. Dashecl lincs rcprcicnt thc polar mglc IiiniLs at 8.5 mJ 
3.5 dcgrccs. Dcittcd lines jivc CCII. polar q l c s  of 55 md 70 dcgrces. 

3 Event classification 

Central collisions are ylected with the online condition "cen- 
tral trigger" (about 10' events) as well as by cutting on large 
values of the ratio E„t = Ci Eli/ Ci EUi of total trans- 
Verse and longitudinal kinetic enegies [18] calculated in the 
forward c.m. hemisphere within l0 < &ab < 30°. 

Fig.2 displays the multiplicity distribution of charged 
particles merisured in the outer Plristic Wal1 (cf. Fig. 1). The 
corresponding integrated cross sections are indicated for dif- 
ferent trigger conditions. A rnaximum impact parameter of 
b„„ = 9.3 fm is assumed which corresponds to a total cross 
section of 3700 mb. Integrated cross sections of about 8% and 
1% of the total one are selected with the central tngger and 
the Emt conditions, respectively. For these centrality classes 
one would expect - within a geometrical picture - an riverage 
impact parameter of about 1.8 fm and 0.9 fm. Simulations 
which we have performed with the IQMD model [I91 predict 
an average impact parameter of about 2 fm for the 720 mb 
multiplicity cut. For very central collisions the Er.,t quan- 
tity is found slightly better correlated with impact parameter 
than the charged particle multiplicity. Thus, an average im- 
pact Parameter of about 1.3 fm (1.5 fm) is predicted for the 
55 mb Emt (multiplicity) cut. Furthermore, the IQMD simu- 
lations have shown that at very low multiplicities the PMUL 
distribution decreases slightly steeper thim the exponeritinl 
fall-off (dashed line in Fig. 2) which is assumed in the region 
of unmeasured multiplicities. Conseqiiently. the numbers at- 
tnbuted to the central cuts represent upper limits of the inte- 
grated cross sections. 

min. bias trigger ?\+- „I 600 mb 
\-LL 

I1 _ " r .  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

PMUL 

Fix. 2. Disirihution of charjed pmicle rnultiplicity PMUL meaure'd in Uic 
outer Plistic \Val1 rif FOPI. The histigrani shonvii Uie disuihutii~~i fr?r thc iiiiii- 
iiiiutii hiis eonrliiimi. Tlrc npi i  dots rcpresciii thc eveni tlisirihutii~ii fix tlie 
cenird uigjer. Full dots arc evcnts sclected hy cutting on 111gh villue~ i>C lhc 
raio I(„, of triral trmsvcrsc ilnd lt*ngitudltial criergies. Tiic d:rihed linc ay- 
pnx&iiütcs the shap  rif ihc ulixtrihul~ori of iiirt rcccxdcd lrw n~uliipliciiics 
which is cxu;ipolakd ~sumlng  üri expmcntkil specual ~hap<-. 

Taking in10 xcourit Ihüi ü11 pwicles «C an cicnt suffer fmin thc sariic 
{in= Jittcr of Ihr: s t n  dctccttir, tvm-pwiclc quantitics likc the relative nio- 
nicnti of protoit piirs üre cvcri Icss atfected hy thc TOF rcs«lutiori. 

In a previous investigation of centrrtl Au+Au sollisions 
between 100 and J00 .4.Me'cT beom cnegy it was found tiiat 
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the correlation function o f  pairs o f  intermediate mass frag- 
ments ( I M F )  is strongly affected by the collective directed 
sideward flow of  nuclear matter [20, 211. This directed side- 
flow causes an enhancement o f  correlations at small relative 
momenta. The enhancement results from mixing o f  differ- 
ently azimuthally oriented events; it vanishes i f  the events 
üre rotated into a unique reaction plane [22]. Therefore, the 
technique of  event rotation is applied to the data in order to 
exclude such dynamical correlations. Since the protoas are 
more isotropically distributed in phase space as compared to 
heavier clusters (like helium fragments, See Fig. 3)  the effect 
is expected to be small. 

220 mb PMUL 55 mb Emt 
t 

Fig. 3, Two-dimensional distribntion of particle yields d 2 ~ / d p 3 :  dy in the 
plmc oi' rcduccd Wansvcrsc nioinentuni (prcjccted onto Ilie reaction pl& 
vs. normalized rapidity of liydrogcn (mosiiy protons, upper put) ünd helium 
{moslly 'Ne, lower part) i'ragmcnts measured with ihe whole fc~rwarrl wall. 
Tlic isolines ;ire given for 20,40, 60, iuid 80% of the inaxirnuni value. The 
left colunni shows Uie disiributions ior iiie central trigger condition. Tlne right 
cduiiin reprcsents thc cvents selected by cutting 011 high values of Uic ratio 
R1l'It of iolal transversc md longitudinal energies. Tlie measured data of thc 
forwlud liemispherc are reflected lo the backward one. 

4 The correlation function 

Let YI2(p1, P?) be the coincidence yield of  proton pairs. Then 
the two-particle correlation function is defined as 

The sum rlins over d l  events fulfilling the above mentioned 
global selection criteria and over dl  pairs satisfying certain 
conditions given below. Event mixing, denoted by the sub- 
script "mix", means to take particle #1 and particle #2 from 
different events. We  only mix events found within the sam% 
event class. .Y is a normalization factor fixed by the require- 
ment to have the same number o f  true and mixed pairs. The 
correlation function (1) is than prqjected onto the relative mo- 
mentum 

Besides the above described global event characteristics we 
use gate conditions on the angle a between q and the c.m. 
sum momentum of  the proton pair P';? = pfn2 + picna and on 
the noimalized pair momentum py2 = IPf? l/C2 . (237.4)~:~). 

5 Results and comparison with model 

Fig. 4 shows the two-proton correlation function and the rel- 
ative momentum distribution of  proton pairs from collisions 
selected with the central trigger condition. The dashed line 
in the lower part represents the distribution o f  the uncorre- 
lated background which is produced with the event mixing 
technique. The statistical eirors of  all the correlation func- 
tions presented here are governed by those o f  the coincidence 
yield, since the mixed yield is generated with two orders o f  
magnitude higher statistics. 

Fig. 4. Tlie experimenlal relative momentutn yield (lower pxt) ;uid tlie cor- 
responding correlation function (upper piia) oI proton püirs S r m  cenWal lrig- 
ger cvents. Tlie dashed line reprcsents ihe uncorrelated hackgrouiid wliicli is 
constmcted via event miaing. 

Obviously, the correlation peak is dominated by the csn- 
tribution o f  very few proton pairs in the relative momentum 
range 10 MeVIc < q < 50 MeVIc which show up above tlie 
background distribution. The corresponding yield is less than 
1 per thousand. For large relative momentii the mixed yield 
coincides perfectly with the coincidence yield. Consequently. 
a normalization procedure where the constant in Eq. (11 is 
determined by the requirement that R(q) vanishes for lxge q 
(cp. refs. [10-131) would give the Same correlation fiinction. 

As in previous fragment-fragment correlation ~ a l y s e s  
[20, 211 an enhanced coincidence yield at very small relative 
angles is observed, which is due to double counting caused 
partidly by the tiny geometrical overlap o f  two plnstic scin- 
tillators and mainly by scattering in the scintillator sisips. 
This disturbing yield is reduced drasticaily by the require- 
ment to match the particle hits on the Plastic Wall witli the 



corresponding iracks in the forward drift chamber Helitron. 
However, mismatches of tracks and scattering processes es- 
pecially at the wire planes of the chamber can give rise to a 
small amount of double counting, too. The remaining small 
amount of pairs of doubly counted paaicles is eliminated by 
excluding, around a given hit, positions within a rectangu- 
lar Segment of IQ1 - < 4, and 101 - 021 < 2". The 
relative-momentum distribution of the excluded proton pairs 
allows for a direct experimental determination of the q reso- 
lution. For the dispersion of this distribution a typical value 
of a„,(q) (6 f 1) MeVlc is estimated. In order to keep the 
influence of the exclusion of small angles onto the correlation 
function as small as possible, the same procedure is applied 
to the uncorrelated background. Additionally, the bias of the 
correlation function at very small relative momenta due to the 
exclusion procedure is tested with GEANT [23] simulations 
using the IQMD model [I91 as event generator. It has been 
found that for q > 12 MeVlc the correlation peak, which is a 
measure of the source size, is almost unbiased. 

Fig. 5 shows two-proton correlation functions of central 
events selected by the central trigger (dots) and by the 55 mb 

condition (squares). No variation of the cornlation with 
increasing centrality is observed. This is not surprising since 
the phase space distribution of Protons changes only slightly 
with decreasing cross section whereas that of the heavier frag- 
ments shows a significant evolution to a much more compact 
central source (cf. Fig. 3). Therefore, we restrict ourselves to 
the more abundant central trigger datü which would dlow ad- 
ditional cuts on the normalizedpair momentump$ and on the 
angle rr between the sum and the difference of the momenta 
of the proton pairs (cf. Section 3). 

Fig. 5. C~mclati«ii functions of Proton pirs selected wiih Uie ccnuii irigger 
condition (Lu11 dots) md wiih a 55 mh ~ut on lxgc values of ihe raiio Er,t 
«f total uiansversc and longitudiwii energies (open squiies). 

No significant dependence of the correlation peak on the 
pair momentum has been observed. The averaged (over a rel- 
ative momentum region of q = 12 - 32 MeVIc) peak height 
rises only by 1% if the normalized momentum is increased 
from p;? = 0.3 f 0.1 to pr>2 = 0.7 f 0.1. (Simultaneously, 
the statistical error increases from 2% to 4%) This finding 

is somewhat in contrast to the strong increase of t h ~  corre- 
lation peak with the total pair momentum found for centrd 
collisions of Ar+& at 80 --l.iLfeV, where also Boltzmann- 
Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) calculations predict not only the 
Same trend but also the Same magnitude of the effect [10,13]. 

Oe re- Unfortunately, we can access only a momentum ran, 
stricted to py2 < 0.8 (cf. Fig. 1) due to the necessity of having 
a sufficiently large number of pairs with small relative mo- 
menta. On the other hand, the restriction to small c.m. mo- 
menta should have the advantage of carrying an increased 
sensitivity to lifetime effects [ l  1, 13, 151 when applying di- 
rectional cuts on the correlation function (see belo~i). 

In Fig. 6 the angle-integrated two-proton correlation func- 
tion of Gntral tigger events is coGpared with the predic- 
tion of the Koonin model [I] with Zero lifetime and Gaus- - 
sian radius R, = l /$~„,  = (3.9 f 0.8) fm. The theoreti- 
cal correlation funEtion is folded with different q resolutions 
a„,(q). The following observations have to be pointed out: 
Only with the resolution of a„,(q) = 6 MeV/c (full line) 
the folded Koonin curve reproduces the shape of the exper- 
imental correlation function. The dotted and dashed-dotted 
lines should give an impression of the typical variation of the 
peak height with the resolution. This variation corresponds 
to a vtination of the r.m.s. radius of about f 0.1 fm. With- 
out taking into account the experimentd resolution (dashed 
line) at all the height (width) of the peak would be higher 
(smaller) than the experimental one. A 10% larger source ra- 
dius (R„, E 5.3 fm) woiild be necessary in the Koonin 
model in order to match the experimental peak height. 

'"1- , Koonin rnodel 
. ?  I 

0.8 I - I ciata I 

Fig. 6. Ci~mlition fwictions of proloii püirs sclected with Uie central uigzer 
condiiion (duis). Tlic difterent lines are resulis of Ktmniri oitxlel siniulations 
with xrt> lifelinic T iuid Gaussia~i radius fZo = d f t + , , , ,  foldai with aiicx- 
perinieiival resolution function of Gaussiiui skipe wiih dilkreiit dis-rsions 
gerpcr~) .  

The space-time ambiguity of the correlation function @an 
be reduced by analysing two-proton correlations with cuts 
on the angle cu = cos-'(P - q/(Pq)) between P and q. As 
mentioned in Section 1, the correlation function carries a di- 
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rectional sensitivity due to the Pauli suppression in the non- 
elongated direction [I, 61. Since the pair momentum P de- 
pends on the rest frame of the source, whereas the relative 
momentum q does not2, the angle a depends on the rest 
fsame of the emitting source. Thus, a caseful selection of a 
well-defined emission source is required. In the present anal- 
ysis, we investigate correlation functions of proton pairs from 
central tsigger events. The pair momentiim is defined in the 
rest frame of the central source, P r PP?. Experimental 
tsansverse and longitudinal corselation functions are gener- 
ated here by selecting proton paiss with angles Icos(a)l < 0.5 
and Icos(a)l > 0.5, respectively" These cuts ase applied both 
to the coincidence yield and to the uncorrelated background. 
The normalization constant JV' in Eq. (1) is determined indi- 
vidually for each a cut. The longitudinal and transverse cor- 
relation functions ase presented in Fig. 7. The wanted effect 

Koonin model 
1.6 - 

V + 
h 
CT 1.4 - 
55 

- longitudinal 0 
1.2 

1 - 

Fig. 7. Trüiisverse (dots) ünd longitudinal (squares) correlation functions of 
proton püirs sclected with Uie central iriggcr condilion. Dashed and fuil lines 
are Uic concsponding results of Koonin niodel calculations using the Gaus- 
sian source pmmeters of r i i u s  m d  lifetime R, = 2.4 fni and (v j r  = 
6.3 fm, respectively, as delivered by the X2 minimum of Fig. 8. Tlie results of 
Ule model arc folded with an experimental resolution of a„,(q) = 6 MeVIc. 

is clearly visible: We find a suppression of the tsansverse 
correlations with respect to the longitudinal ones of about 
10% which is consistent with model predictions for the emis- 
sion from a source of finite lifetime [I, 3, 61. Obvioiisly, the 
peak width of the transverse correlation function is smalles 
than the width of the longitudinal one. The finite q resolu- 
tion leads to a reduction of the height and an increase of the 

For the prc$ent systeni üiid phiue spacc coveruge Ule Loreiilz iiivariünt 
nlomentum difference deviatcs hy less than 5% froni the cl~ssiciil 1110- 
mentum diereuce q iu far as one deals witli nionienta in tlie c.ni. system of 
the source. Tliis deviation vanishes for lni6 trüiisverse conelations (since the 
particles hiavc the s m e  cnergy) m l  it is kargest for true limgituilinrtl correia- 
tions (which cünnot he mciuured duc to the finite grmularity of the detector 
systeni]. 
' More restrictive condiEions as cos(a)] < 0.26 and j~o6haf, > O.CP-4 

for the selecfion cif transverse and lon~itudinal corrclations leid to Uic xmie 
resuits. 

width of the correlation peak. Thus, the experimental reso- 
lution even increases the difference of the peak heights and 
consequently the sensitivity of the directional cuts to possi- 
ble lifetime effects. Koonin model calculations of longitudi- 
nal and tsansverse p-p correlations ase performed for a wide 
range of Gaussian source pasameters R, and (L')T. The re- 
sults of the model ase folded with the experimental resolution 
of a„,(q) = 6 MeVIc. In order to find the optimum Set of 
pasameters, for each Set the agreement between experimental 
and simulated transverse and longitudinal cosselation func- 
tions is tested by evaluating the x2 per degree of freedom in 
the peak region of q = 12 - 32 MeVIc (5 bins each 4 MeVIc 
wide). Fig. 8 shows, as contour plot, the distribution of this 
quantity as function of R„„ and ( v ) ~ .  

Fig. X. Tlic distribution of per dqrec of freedom as deteriniiied hy si- 
multaieonsly coinparing riicssurcd 1»1igitudiiii uid Iransvcrsc correlmioii 
functions (over the rang q = 12 - 32 MeV/c) wiUi ihe ~cirrelaliorl f ~ l i c l i ~ i i ~  
pretlicted by Ihe Koonin modcl, Thc quaiitity is givcii in depcndencc 0 1  UlC 

r.m.s. radius I?..„, atid Uic Oliussiüii lifctinic pXüillCtCr (V)?-. 

The best agreement of experimental di tü  and model cal- 
culations is found for Güussian source pat'ameters of R, = 
(2.35 it 0.65) fm and ( u ) r  = (6.3 rt 1.7) fm. 'l'he co~~csp~xict- 
ing r.m.s. quantities ~ r e  R ,.,, b ,  = ml?, = (2.9 + 0.8) Sn1 
and (a)t„, = (c)T/v? = (4.5 -k 1 .Si fni. n i e  resiilts nf tlie 
Koonin model with this pncalneter :ret m depieted in Fi;. 7. 
It should be mentioned that fos zero lifetirne in Fi;. 8 onc 
would predict an r.m.s. rxiius of R„, = 4.9 frn in good 
agreenlent with the results of tlie previoiis snülysis nf thti 
angle-integrated correlation function (ep. Fig. 6). For the de- 
termination of the mean lifetime of the emission process olle 
has to take into account the emission velocity nf the parti.5x 
For proton pairs of central tsigger events. whicli havc relative 
niomenta in the region of the comlation perk  this velocity 
exhibits ri distribution with a mem valiie {V) = 0.12 C :ind n 
dispersion aD = 0.1 C. Coneidering theae qiimtities an r.m.5. 
lifetime oft„„ = ( 1  lf5] f d c   an be derived. 

The present source ernission time is only slightly karger 
than the total transit time St, E 6 fmk of the eollidixig tiuclei. 
Furthemiose. it does well snntpUrt: with results of crilciilatitiaiis 
we hnve performed with thc BUV ~nodel L241 whlch predict 



about 10 f d c  for the time the System needs for the expansion 
from the maximum density of about two times nuclear matter 
ground state density p E 2po to a value of p = pol-!. 

Since central nucleus-nucleus collisions are characterized 
by the collective expansion of nuclear matter after the com- 
pression phase the question arises how the extracted source 
radii are influenced by this correlation of coordinate and mo- 
mentum space. For this rertson, we have modified within the 
Koonin model the single-proton phase space emission func- 
tion 

by introducing a linear velocity profile which accounts for the 
radial expansion 

P' ) - + e x p ( -  
(p - ar)? 

exp (- - 
2mpT 2m,T 1. 

Repeating the derivation given in ref. [ l ]  (see also ref. [7]) one 
gets the Same relation for the correlation function C(P, q) = 
1 + R/P, q) containing a reduced radius 

instead of the original source radius R,. The parameter a is 
connected with the (non-relativistic) radial flow energy 

and with the mean radial blast velocity ,i3, whereas m, and T 
represent the Proton mass and the temperature, respectively. 
(The brackets in Eq. (6) imply averaging over the Gaussian 
density distribution.) From Eq. (5) one finds that the appar- 
ent source radius F decreases monotonously with increas- 
ing ratio of flow energy over temperature and that the rela- 
tive reduction R*/Ro does not depend on the radius itself. 
These observations do well compare with recent results of 
the investigation of the sensitivity of the proton-proton corre- 
lation to collective expansion in central Au+Au collisions at 
150A.MeV beam energy [25]. There, the authors performed 
schematic calculations based on the Pratt [2, 5, 61 formal- 
ism using a homogeneously filled sphere and a self-similar 
velocity profile superimposed on the thermal velocity distri- 
bution. They find a relative reduction of the source radius of 
about 15% - '20% if radial flow energies and temperatures 
comparable to the experimental findings [18, 261 are talcen 
into account. A very similar radius correction would be cd- 
culated with Eq. (5). In contrast, the apparent reduction of 
the source radius due to radial expansion as deduced from 
relative-velocity correlations of IMF pairs in case of central 
Au+Au reactions between 100 and 500 -4-MeV 120, 211 is 
much strongr (up to a factor of two). This can be attributed 
to the fact that heavy fragments probe collective motion ef- 
fects more sensitively than light pctrticles [26]. 

For the quantitative estimate of the apparent reduction 
of the present source radius due to collective expansion we 
have generated enegy distributions of light c h q e d  parti- 
cles measured with the Same Plastic \xiall/Hetitron detector 
combination as used for the investigation of the two-proton 
correlations. Proton, deuteron and triton c.m. kinetic energy 

spct ra  have been accumulated in the polar angle range of 
55" < 0„ < 70' (cf. Fig. 1). They are analysed in the 
framework of the picture which assumes that the final energy 
distribution is the result of the superposition of a collective 
expmsion and a random thermal motion. Using the relativis- 
tic form E281 

of the dependence of the mean kinetic enegy (Ek)  on the 
mass number -4 (where y, = (1 - 9;)-'/' and is the 
modified Bessel function of order J), a temperature of T = 
(72 + 8) MeV and a flow energy per nucleon of (5 )  flou. = 
nz~(-,~. - 1) = (138 f 13) MeV are deduced4. In addition, 
a simultaneous fit of the shape of the three spectra with the 
Siemens-Rasmussen formula [29,28] of an expanding spher- 
ical shell has been performed. Frorn this anaiysis we get 
the very similar results T = (65 * 88) MeV and ($)frow = 
(138 f 13) MeV, The deduced (relativistic) flow enegy is 
equivalent to an averaged expansion velocity of 9, z 0.39 
5. Putting this blast velocity in Eq. (6) and taking an averaged 
temperature of T = 68 MeV the correction hctor (sqtirire root 
in Eq. (5)) amounts to 1 .15f 0.05 andgives a true r.m.s. radius 
of R„„ = (1.7 f 1.2) fm. Similarly, the radius deduced from 
the angle-integrated correlation function has to be corrected 
to R„, = (7.0 f 1.1) frn. 

6 Summary 

In conclusion, we have presented experimental two-proton 
correlation functions for centnil collisions of % - N i  at 1.93 
;I-GeV. 

For the first time the difference between transverse and 
longitudinal correlations has been derived in heavy-ion re- 
actions at enegies in the I - 2.4GeV region. This diff-er- 
ence can be explained as a result of the finite source lifetime. 
The additional information allows to unravel the space-time 
ambiguity of the emission process. We have fitted simulta- 
neously the longitudinal and transverse correlation functions 
with the predictions of the Koonin model taking into account 
the experimental relative-momentum resolution and the ap- 
parent reduction of the source radius due to collective ex- 
pansion effects. The best ageement with experiment is ob- 
tained with r.m.s. pararneters of the radius and the emission 
time of the source of R„, = (5.2 f 1.2) fm and t„, = 
(1 1 ~ ' ~ )  f d c ,  respectively. The corresponding sharp-sphere ra- 
dius R„ = J5/3Rp„ allows to determine the brerikup vol- 
ume C' = .Alp = 5xR2,/3 = 670 fm3 of the source. For 

' The ipplication of Eq.(7) in the non-reliitivistic linut (Ek) = 
:i(~)llOw + +T would give a very siniilar il<w cncqy (s)li„ = (134 * 
12) MeV hut a signiticiuiiiy barger temperature T = 6 3  £ 10) MeV. ' Recenily, Wmsversc rnomcnrum distrihutions C$ H-, p, d piirticlcs oi' 
ccnual Au+Au lind Ni+Ni collisioris hctwccn 1 aid 2 GcV per tiuclcon harr 
becn analysed in the timiework of m expmdiig thernld source [27 1. h>r Uic 
Ni+Ni systctn ar 1.93.A.GcV the spccva of inidrüpidity particlcs wilh Waris- 
ver% nionienra kyotid thc accepüuicc of thc dctector coiiiponciin uscd in 
thc prcscnt pp-correlütian analysis ( p t  > 0.7, cp. Fig. I) ;ivc a reiiipcrature 
md a radial blast ve11x-ity of I' = (92 5 12) MeV md J, = 0.32 5 0.04. 
respectivcly. Thc ohvious iihseri.atlon of n longitudirililly cli>iigatcd prolon 
moriicntuni dislribution is supported by thc ellipsoidd Oow pattcnis given in 
Fig. 3. 
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